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Math 114


i. Findallpointshavinganx-coordinateof}whosedistancefromthepoint (-2,-1)is5.


2. Find the equation of the line passing through the point (-t,S) and the midpoint of the line segment joining


the two points (2,-Z) and (+,-1).


3. Find the equation of the line passing through the point (5,-Z) and perpendicular to the y-axis.


4, Find the equation of the line passing through the point (2,-Z) and perpendicular to the line 4x- 5u = 3.


5 . If the point (2, -3) is tne midpoint of the line segment with endpoints (c, 5) and (-+, a) . ninO a and b .


6. Find the approximate solution to the nearest hundredth of the following equatron.


0.23x - 4 z (2" *- 1.54) = trlr; + 2.78x


7. Find the solution set of the following inequality; write the answer in set notation.


t.2s (J 6+ sx) < r.7 4 (ttx+ a. 1 s) - iE


8. A pharmacist wishes to strengthen a mixture from 10% alcoholto 30% alcohol. How much pure alcohol
should be added to 7 liters of the 10% mixture?


g. Jose has grades of 96, 88, 86, and92 on his first four exams. What score does he need on his final exam to
have an average of at least 90?
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10. Tell whether the following function


function is sltnmetric with respect to they-axis, symmetric with respect to the origin, or neither of these.


1 1. The graph of the function f (*) = x2 is obtained by performing the following transformations on the graph
of the function g(x) in the given order: shifted horizontally 5 units to the right, then vertically shrunk by a
factor of 0.25, reflected about the x-axis, and finally shifted downward 7 units. Find the functiong (x) .


12. Give the equation of the function whose graph is described and sketch the final sraph.
The graph of the function f (r) =Ji It shifted 3 units to the right, and then vertically stretched by a factor
of 2. The resulting graph is then reflected across the y-axis. Finally the graph is shifted 4 units downward.


13. Solve the following inequalities.


a) lx-31+10>s


d) l"r-31+s>s


f(*)=
-16x--5


2xs -4x3 -7x


lx-31+10<s


lx-31+10<10
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is odd, even, or neither. Decide whether the


lx-3i+5=5


lx-31+10>10


c)


f)


b)


e)


14. Solve the following equation and related inequalities.


a) ix+11+lx-01=tt


b) l,r+11+l.x-01>tt


c) lx+11+lx-ol<tt
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l*' if x<o
l6.Giventhefunction f(*)=lx+2 if 0<x<4


lr-* if x> 4


Evaluate f (-r),f (4),f (7),f (2),f (0), and/(-3).
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i5. Graph the following piecewise function and evaluate f Q), f (4), and / (1).


l2x+3 if x <3
f\*)={_:r*s if x>3


17. Graphthetunction f (*)=[x+t] andevaluate 7(Z.t),f (7),and f (4.a).


19. If f (*)=4xz -3, and s(x)= 3-2x,tu0 ("f "s)(2) *d{g " f)(4).


20. A Publisher has fixed costs of $180,000 for a certain book. The variable costs are $25 per book. The book
sells for $40. Find the cost function, the revenue function, the profit function and the publisher's break-even
point.


18. If f (*)=2x' - x , ands(x) = 2x2 +;, find (/*g)(r) *. [f)trl
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J.


Review one Answers


t. {(2,-q),(z,z)\
713


v - --x+-"44
,r:-)


2.


4. , =-1r-''42
5. a=8 , b=-17
6. x:0.057 = 0.06
7. {xlx <2.76\
8. x =2liters
9. x > 88; Jose has to score at least 88.
10. Odd; symmetric about the origin


r 
s)' + z-l11.g(x)=-4[(x+ , 


_]


t2. g(r)= -+ a2'[-r a


13.a) R ;b) Nosolution;c) x=3;d) (-oo,3)u(:,*)
ru. @) ,={-:,s} ; (b) (--,-:]U[8,.o) ; (c) [-3,8]


x=3


Graph of problem #12


Graph of problem #15


; f) x=1R


16. f (-r)=r, f (4)=-2, f (7)=-s,f (2)=4, f (0)=2, f (4)=e
t7.f (z.t)=3, f(7)=8, f(4.a)=-t


18 (a) 4x' , b) #' ,.{0,-}}


t9.


20.


(f . s)(z):t, (s " f)(+) = -1 1e


[a(r)= 
18o,ooo+25x


l^(,) =4ox


I 
,(r) =t5x - 18o,ooo


[Break Even points:x:12,000 Books


Graph of problem #17
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